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Initial Stage Degradation Mechanism in Hot-Carrier Effects
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The degradation of MOSFET under extremely short time stress, down to
1-psec' was investigated. This investigation makes it possible to identify
fundamental processes in the device degradation. The degradati-on was found to
have two phases. In the first phase (lpsecct<1msec), an I^,,- peak condition
gives the largest degradation. It is caused by the creatiBHDof interface traps
and by the electron trapping. In the second phase (t>1msec), the electron
trapping in the oxide under an Ir- peak condition dominates the total degradation. The g- degradation in n-ch5nne1 devices is the severest under an I^,,peak condition. It is caused by the hole injection which creates the i.ntBFface

traps.

1. Introduction
It is now well- estabLished that device
degradation due to hot-carrier effects can be
examined with a long time stress testl)2)3).
Cami erbra-p1r:i.ng i-n oxides and the creation of
interface traps are believed to be the main
causes of the degradatj-on. But it is rather
difficult to separate these two phenomena in
the long time stress experi-ments. Here, the
'rlong timefr is approximately of the order of
Ntr.
10" to l-O" seconds. There are several
approaches to clarify the degradation
mechanism. The pulsed stress experiments
have given us information about the effect of
camier detrappi ng4) In addition, the
investlgation of device degradation under
extremely short time stress is expected to
give us new information. In particul-ar, it
might be able to separate these two phenomena,
because they may have time constants with
different orders of magnitude.
In this paper, the degradation under
extreincJ-}r short time stress is investigated
experimen'i;eJ.1y from the vi-ewpoints of bias
conditions and camier types, and new findings
of the degradation mechanism are reported.

2. Experimentaipulses with the identical
pulse width were applied on both the gate and
drain el-ectrodes simultaneously with the use
of the burst mode in an HPB16OA pulse
generator. The pulse width was varied from
1-ysec to TOOmsec, and each pulse was
followed by measurements of device
characteristics ( Uan and g, ). The time
sequence is shown in Fig.1. This variablewidth single pulse (VSP) technique was
introduced in order to avoid AC stress effect
which may have frequency, pulse rise/fa1l
tirne, and gate/drain pulse timing clependen""O]
After the accumuLated stress time reached
1 second, the DC power suppty was used for
applying stress on the devices.
The devices used in this study were
1)p-channel single drain (SO) devices, 2) pchannel LDD devices, and 3) n-channel LDD
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3. Results and Discussions
In Fig.2 and 3, V-n shift and gm
degradation in both p-channel SD and LDD
devices frorn lusec to 1OOO seconds are
shown. Here, VD is equal to -7V and -9V,
respectively. It can easily be seen that the
degradation has two phases. Mechanisms of
these phenomena will be cliscussed hereafter.
? 1 r-SUI3 .eak
vs. I^u peak in PMOSFET
-'
The V,, shlft has two phases. In the first
tn
phase (lpsec<t<lornsec), it tends to saturate
guite rapidly(1<lopsec) and keeps increasing
very slowly up to about lomsec. In the second
pnase (t>lomsec), a new degradation mode
appears and dorninates the degradation. In
Fig.4, the time evolution of the V-n shj-ft is
shown as a functj.on of stress gate voltage.
The comesponding tSUn and I* are al-so shown.
In phase I, anu Urr, shift is the severest
uncler the bias conclition which ;,rlives the
naxinruln subs'bl:ate cument. In this conciition,
many hoLes and electrons exist near the Si-
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Fig.2, Degradation 'vs. stress time in p-chanrtel
SD devices, (.)Vtn shift, (b)e* increase.
devices with low n- doping concentration
12
(lx1o--cm-2*). They all show fast initial stage
c\
degradation-'.
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II (t l-sec), on the other handr ?R I* peak
conditlon gives the marked degradation. This
can be attributer to the fact that the electron
trapping is responsible for the Vtn shlft. The
phase I reflects the electron trapping by the
interface traps, and the phase II coruesponds
to the electron trapping process by the oxide
traps.
degradation in n-channel devices 1s
e
-m
considered to be caused by the interface trap
creation. The degradation in phase I
comesponds to the interface trap generati_on
by injected holes. So the lowe" VG condition
(va=ey; gives the largest degradation. In the
phase II, on the other hand, the degradation
is caused by the interface trap generation by
holes as wel-l- as elect"orr"u). So the r^,,,
I'UB
peak condition gives the largest degradation.
3.3 ELectrons vs. holes
As has already been seen, this study
cl-arifies the roles which electrons and holes
play in the clegradation process. Electrons are
trapped by the interface traps or oxide traps,
and they cause the Van shift in both n-channel
and p-channel devi-ces. Electron trapping is
also the main cause of the g* increase in p-
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Fig.6,Initia1 stage degradation of p-channel
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Fig.5rDegradation vs. stress time in n-channel
LDD's. (a) V.. shift, (b) e degradation.
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Si02 interface, which causes the interface trap
generation and electron trapping by these
traps. Since this phenomenon occurs in the
region close to the interface, it might have
rather short time constant.
In phase II, on the other hand, an Ia
peak condi-bj.on gives the largest Van shift.
Since the number of injected electrons in this
case, is at a maximum, the electron trapping
in the oxide traps might be the main cause of
the degradation. This process might occur in
the entire oxide layer, and might have a
longer time constant.
The g* variatlon (In fact, it is a g,
increasb) seems to show almost the same
characterlstics
Vth shift (fi-ur.2(b)). The
""
grn degradation ls due to the electron trapping
by the interface or oxide traps.
3.2 ISUB peak vs. I* peak in NMOSFET
In Fig.S, Van shift and g,n degradation in
n-channel LDD devices are shown. I{ere, the
drain voltage is 7V. Vrn shift shows the
similar characteristics as that of p-channeldevices. In phase I (t<lsec), .. ISUB peak
condition gives the large Vrn shift. In phase

channel devices.

Injected holesr oD the other hand, play
an essential role in the trap creation, and
this results in the large g* degradation. In
Fig.6 is shown the initial stage degradation
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with the sane Vc but with three different
values of VD in p-charnel SD devices. A11 are
under ISUB peak condition. The Baturated value
of Vth Ehift in phase I increaseE with VD.
This fact inplies that the degradation in
pha6e I is nbt sinply the electron trapping
by the interface traps which exiBted fron the
beginning. Rather, it is a compound process
of interface trap generation due to injected
holes ard electron trapping by these created
traps. In the case of n-channel devices, hole
injection without electrone (V*=2V) creates
interface trap6 rapidly (gm degradation in
phase I). The injection of both holes and
electrons causeB the severeBt gm degradation.
The existence of both types of carriers might
be responsible for the creation of the traps
in the oxide, and this process mqy have rather
Iong time constant. Thi6 corresponds to the
usual long tine stress experinents.
4. Conclusions
The initial
6tai]e degradation in
subnicron l{OS devices was investigated
experinentally by using the variabLe Eingle
pufse method. It wa6 found that the
degradation has tlro phase6. Ittese two
fundanental processes were digtinguished and
characterized as fo11ow6.
1) In p-channel devices:
FirFt phase; fnterface traps are created
and electrons are captured by these traps.
This process ha6 a rather Bhort characteristic time constant. ISUB p"* condition
gives the largest degradation.
Second phase; The electron trapping by the
oxide traps doninates the degradation. IG
peak i6 the severest condition in this
phase.

2) In n-channel device6:
Vth shift iB caused by the electron trapping.
gm degradation is caused by the interface
traps created by the iniected holes and
electronB.
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In this study, streas time down to lusec
uae exanined. It has beeri restricted due to
experimental configurations. Further inveEtigation under streBs time shorter than 1!sec
is strongly expected, since it might give us
deeper physical understandings about the
device degradation nechanisn.
The new uethod propoaed in this study
nay be of great heLp in developing high
quality inaulators, or in clari.fying the
instability of conposite inEulating layera.
Moreover, if conbined with the Single Electron
7l
Trapping phenonenon", this method nay clarify
the physics of interface trap generation.
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